


Improvement Plan

» Statutory plan published annually

» Flintshire re-adopts its plan in June each year

» Yes, the title is a misnomer but we have no choice

» This is the third year of the new simplified format

» Will be one of a set of four corporate plans:

» Medium Term Financial Strategy

» Council (Plan) Governance Framework

» Corporate Resources Plan

» Improvement Plan



How we built up the Plan

» Continuity from the last version e.g unfinished business

» Cabinet and O&S priorities

» Priorities of partners

» Public views and service demands

» National policy and legislation



Choosing In-year Priorities

» Statement of in-year priority work for the whole Council

» A standing set of eight priorities across the years

» We then select the in-year sub-priorities within the 

eight

» The Plan by necessity is selective 

» Remaining priorities 'business as usual'





Member Consultation

Consultation has been undertaken with Members:

» Members’ workshop – May

» Corporate Resources Overview and Scrutiny

1. Are the priorities the ‘best fit’?

2. Have we excluded any priorities which are critical?

3. Are the outcomes the right ones?

4. Do the performance measures fit the outcomes?

5. Are the risks ones you recognise?



Member Consultation

» Agreed:

» To produce a ‘how to use’ guide

» Linking of the 2 parts of the Plan with hyperlinks

» Produce plan in pdf format – for ease of use on i

pads

» Workshops with each Overview and Scrutiny 

Committee in September – Q1 reports

» December – suggestions with Overview and Scrutiny 

Committees for sub-priorities of 1016/17 Plan



Benefits of This Approach Thus Far: -

» clearer guide for the organisation 

» clearer performance framework

» greater impact in delivery against commitments

» better integration with financial planning

» meeting the critique of key regulators and ongoing 

positive endorsement from WAO



Last Year’s 2014/15 Plan
» 8 priorities  and 22 sub-priorities 

reported to Cabinet last week –

overall a positive report:

» Good progress and level of 

confidence in achieving 

outcome: 15/22 (68%) 

» Satisfactory progress and level 

of confidence in achieving 

outcome :  8/22  (32%)

» Highlights: 

» Developing Strategic Housing 

and Regeneration Programme 

(550 new affordable homes in 

next 5 years)

» 99.6% 16 year olds in education, 

employment or training

» Approval of County’s 3rd extra 

care facility in Flint

» Creation 1,130 new jobs 



This year’s 2015/16 Improvement Plan

 8 improvement priorities – remain the same

 17 sub priorities

 within a longer-term plan to 2017 our in-year priorities:

 continue for sustained attention e.g. – Education; Housing

 been merged e.g. – improving resource management (Modern 
and Efficient Council)

 broadened e.g. – Welfare Reform within Maximising Income

 removed e.g. – Social Services Transition Service

 new emerging e.g. – Safeguarding and Enabling Resilient 
Communities









2015/16 Improvement Plan

» Supporting document ‘How we measure 

achievement’ outlines our measures of success in 

detail – for quarterly monitoring and progress 

checking

» key milestones for achievement

» 2015/16 targets for achievement

» Document used by Overview and Scrutiny 

Committees to monitor and check against progress



Using the Plan

» The Plan has successfully driven big change and 

performance improvements

» We work to align the plan to the budget and our 

available resources including capacity

» How we are performing against the Plan is reported 

quarterly to O&S Committees

» We report retrospectively through the Annual 

Performance Plan



Using the Plan

» We balance reporting to members what has been given 

priority and included in the Plan and what has not been 

included because it is ‘business as usual’ (reported in 

Chief Officer reports)

» We have to live with a mixture of quantitative and 

qualitative performance measures; both types of 

measures need thoughtful analysis

» We should not accept the mediocre but do need to 

discern where performance is good enough as well as 

where it should be better



Positive Feedback

» 2015 Corporate Assessment (WAO) stated:

“has established a wide-ranging set of clearly-stated priorities that 
have a broad base of support within the Council and among 
partners”

“Though wide-ranging, the Council’s vision demonstrates a clear 
commitment to continuous improvement, reflected by targets for 
improving the efficiency and effectiveness of its services”

“The Council has worked hard to improve the quality of this key plan 
and the Improvement Plan for 2014-151 is a clear and accessible 
document that sets out far more clearly than before what the Council 
plans to do and how its success might be measured and evaluated.”



Next Steps

» continue to share the plan and feedback

» Partners

» Workforce

» Public

» Businesses

» ongoing engagement with the public and 
communities of interest

» ongoing review / adaptation

» Overview and Scrutiny review

» concentrates organisational attention to deliver

» influencing the Medium Term Financial Strategy




